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The South Carolina Department of Transportation (SCDOT) is pleased to submit the 
Annual Accountability Report for Fiscal Year 1998-1999. 
The process used to determine the Department's mission, objectives, and performance 
measures evolved through a rigorous strategic planning process that began a year ago. 
There is a clear level of commitment at all levels of the organization, from the Executive 
Director to Highway Maintenance Workers in each county. All organizations have a 
Business Plan that supports the mission of building and maintaining roads and bridges 
and providing mass transit services to the citizens of South Carolina. These Business 
Plans form the foundation for developing performance measures for each organizational 
unit. 
We are excited about the progress being made at SCDOT. With solid planning and the 
commitment by the men and women of the Department, we are well positioned to enter 
the 21st Century as a dynamic, competent, creative, and customer service focused 
organization. 
The Department's point of contact for this report is Mr. Robert J. Probst, (803) 737-1583. 
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EXECl'TIVE SC~I~L\RY 
Basic Description of the Department of Transportation: 
The South Carolina Department of Transportation (SCOOT) is charged 
\\ith the responsibility of systematic planning, construction, maintenance, 
and operation of the state highway system and providing mass transit 
services. SCOOT today is responsible for managing the fifth-largest highway 
system in terms of lane miles. 
Mission 
"The mission of the SCOOT is to provide a safe and efficient 
transportation system for the state of South Carolina. We build and maintain 
roads as well as provide mass transit services to the citizens of the state." 
Budget 
The budget for Fiscal Year 1998-99 depicted at Figure 1a & b ret1ects 
S374.3 million in state funds, which compares to 5339 million of state funds 
budgeted for Fiscal Year 1997-98. More than half of the available state funds 
were used to maintain the existing highway system. Grm\th in gasoline ta.."< 
revenues is 2 percent per year due to more fuel efficient vehicles. The cost 
of highway construction increases at the rate of approximately 5 percent per 
year. Figures 1a and b retlect State funds for FY96-97 and 97-98. Toll 
Operations data was first gathered in FY 98-99. 
Operation & Adm. 
$57.6M 
Mass Transit 
·$5.8M 
Fed. Aid Match/Con st. 
$72.1M 
Operations & Administration 
Maintenance 
Toll Operations 
Federal Aid/Match 
Mass Transit 
Employer Contributions 
TOTAL 
ST. \TE Fl TNDS 
Fiscal Year I 'JIJS-'J'J 
S.17-t.:nt 
FY 1996·97 FY 1997·98 
s 55,286,217 
183,364,963 
70,773,461 
5,652,061 
38,332,03-l 
s 353,408.736 
s 60,838,366 
198,429,3-!2 
62,051,897 
5,697,430 
39,450,919 
$ 366.467,95-l 
Mainl 
$196.4.M 
figure la 
figure Jb 
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Benchmarking 
The challenges facing DOTs across the country are great. During the 
past 20 years, the US population has increased 30 percent, the numbers 
of driver's licenses has increased 64 percent and the number of miles 
driven has increased 130 percent. Yet during this same time, funds for 
highway capacity increases have only gone up 5 percent. SCDOT has 
traditionally been one of the leanest DOTs in the country. That still 
holds true . 
Annually, a comparative of state highway systems is published by 
the Center for Interdisciplinary Transportation Studies, the University 
of North Carolina at Charlotte. This report is a reliable benchmark 
comparing state departments of transportation. 
In overall performance, as measured by the UNCC study, ranked 
third in the nation in overall performance by a Department of 
Transportation . A chart depicting the overall performance for 1997 from 
the UNCC study is depicted in Figure 2. 
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South Carolina ranked first among a peer group consisting of 
Kentucky, Oregon, Alabama, Arizona, Kansas, Wnnesota, Oklahoma, 
Iowa, Wisconsin, Maryland, Louisiana, Connecticut and Colorado. 
"South Carolina continues its strong history of low costs and very 
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good road conditions," according to the UNCC report issued in ~larch 
1999. "This year's results arc no different." The overall performance by 
peer group is depicted in Figure 3. 
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South Carolina was second lowest in administration costs per 
state-controlled mile and lowest in capital road and bridge 
disbursements per mile. South Carolina was also lowest in the nation in 
funds available per state-controlled mile and total disbursements per 
controlled mile. 
"The state still records excellent performance in all twelve 
categories, and continues to lead in financial performance indicators," 
the UNCC report said. 
The UNCC report is a comprehensive performance study of DOTs in 
the United States Its most recent report includes data from 1997. 
South Carolina has been in the Top-10 in the United States for nine 
out of 10 years ending in 1997, according to the UNCC report, with 
rankings in the Top-S seven times during that period. 
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\\bo \Ve Are 
The SCOOT workforce consists of 4,899 men and women who are 
committed to being on the RJGHT TEA.\1. This is a value system based 
on: being "Respectful and supportive of others; having Integrity at all 
times; being Good at what I do because I am competent and 
knowledgeable; being Honest and fair in all my actions; and Teamwork 
through communication." 
Employees are deployed across South Carolina in seven engineering 
districts and the headquarters in Columbia. 
Striving to boost its performance, SCOOT has created a Strategic 
Plan that emphasizes improving employee skills, their work 
environment and development of career opportunities. SCOOT is in its 
second year of this five-year plan. 
New employees undergo an extensive orientation program at 
SCOOT. This educates them to the many complexities of the 
organization. 
In times of disaster, SCOOT employees go the extra mile . During the 
tloods caused by Hurricane Floyd, employees worked around the clock 
to keep major roads open, staffed a toll-free information hotline, 
provided up-to-date road information on the Internet and sponsored a 
food drive to help tlood victims. 
The SCOOT Engineering Division in 1993 evaluated, for the first 
time, the state of the Interstate pavements and rehabilitation efforts. 
The majority of the interstate system miles were described as in good or 
very good condition. From 1996 to 1999, the number of interstate miles 
described as "very good" has increased. 
The activities of this department are represented in the following 
four program areas and are described in detail in the Program Section 
of this report: 
• :\laintenance 
• Construction 
• Mass Transit 
• Administration 
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Leadership System 
The South Carolina Department of Transportation Commission 
consists of seven members. One member is appointed at large by the 
Governor, with the advice and consent of the Senate. This member 
serves as Chairman. One member is elected by the Legislative 
Delegation of each Congressional District. The SCDOT Commission sets 
policy for the Department and appoints the Executive Director. The 
Executive Director is responsible for execution of Commission policy 
and the day to day management of staff and the operations of the 
Department. 
The Executive Director is assisted by the State Highway Engineer 
and Chief of Staff in managing the Department. 
The Department Senior Staff and mid-level managers are 
empowered to make decisions necessary to accomplish their duties. 
They are given the necessary support system enabling them to execute 
their mission. 
An innovative leadership approach was the creation of the Program 
Management Office. The "brightest and best" engineers were appointed 
as Program Managers. These managers have total responsibility for road 
projects in the area of responsibility. 
The District Engineering Administrators are key leaders who are 
responsible for SCDOT functions in seven geographical areas of South 
Carolina. They have the most intluence on the largest numbers of 
Department employees. 
The SCDOT leadership creates an environment that encourages 
innovative thinking. "Outside the box" solutions to managing the 
department are encouraged. SCDOT is focussed on the future by 
developing tomorrow's leaders today. 
The Department in 1997 initiated a leadership development 
program titled, "Strategic Training for Transportation Agency 
Representatives (STTAR). 1\venty-eight employees have graduated from 
the STTAR program and 14 more have begun the program. 
The Department continues to improve its present leadership by 
vigorous training and career development opportunities. 
1\vo members of the Senior Staff attended the 1998 class of the 
South Carolina Executive Institute. 
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In November 1998 the Duke Governors Center conducted its week 
long Executive Development Seminar on site . In attendance was the 
Department Executive, Senior Staff, and members of the STTAR 
Program. 
A highly successful SCOOT Women's Forum was conducted in eight 
locations around South Carolina for the second year. Part of the forum 
was dedicated to "Leadership Development." 
The SCOOT Strategic Plan is used as a guide for leaders at all levels 
of the Department. All Department leaders have one thing in common 
and that's an agreed upon Value System. 
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Customer Focus and Satisfaction 
SCOOT is fast becoming an agency that is responsive to the needs of 
our customers, which are the users of the state's inter-modal network 
and public transit. Customer satisfaction is the focal point of Goal 8 of 
the SCOOT Strategic Plan: "Improve the Department's service to the 
public ." 
As we strive to improve, we have done the following: 
• In the fall of 1998, SCOOT used its hooth at the South Carolina 
State Fair to survey the public to determine perceptions of the 
Department's strengths and weaknesses . Of the 200 customers 
who elected to complete a survey, more than 50 percent 
responded that SCOOT was doing an excellent or good job in 
building and maintaining roads and bridges. Of the participants, 
135 responded SCOOT was doing a good joh in pro\'iding mass 
transit services to the citizens of South Carolina; 154 thought 
SCOOT was delivering services at the lowest cost possible. 
• The State Highway Emergency Program (SI-IEP) continues to be 
a highlight with the motoring public by monitoring traffic 
conditions and assisting emergency response agencies . SHEP 
assists motorists with disabled vehicles by offering free basic 
auto repair and free fuel , water and oil for the vehicle . SHEP 
units patrol urban segments of the interstate and assist 
motorists daily along interstates in Columbia, Charleston, 
Greenville, and Spartanburg. SHEP assists emergency response 
agencies during incidents on the interstate. When crashes or 
other type incidents are detected, the SHEP responder alerts the 
proper emergency response teams. SHEP staff handles initial 
response duties and then assists emergency response teams 
upon their arrival on the scene. Figure 4 depicts statewide SHEP 
services for FY 97, FY 98 and FY 99. 
ST\TE "IDE SIIEP SER\ lCES FY W ... 97. FY 97-9S .• \1\IU FY 9S-99 
Summary of Total Responses 
Fiscal Year Columbia Greenville Spartanburg Charleston Total Assists 
11-1-96 to 6-30-97 2430 IWC untilable • 2306 1101 ut-ui/ab[e•• 4736 
7-1-97 to 6-30-98 4059 641 4738 1101 awilable ... 9438 
7-1-98 to 6-30-99 5193 3938 3376 2198 14.705 
" The inception elate on the Greenville SIIEP is May 18, 1998 
"'"' The inception date on the Spartanburg SIIEP is January 2 , 1997 
.,.,..,. T/Je inception elate on the Cfwrlescon SHEP is March J, 1999 
figure 4 
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• The Department's Internet web site contained information 
pertaining to Frequently Asked Questions, pertinent data about 
SCDOT and an e-mail configuration to allow the public to 
communicate by e-mail. In FY 98-99 there were 65,199 hits on 
the web site and an estimated 1,200 e-mail messages. 
• During preparations for Hurricane Floyd and its aftermath 
hundreds of SCDOT employees assisted the public. 
• Roadside assistance: SCDOT employees manned Interstate Rest 
Stops to render assistance and directions to motorists leaving 
the low country after the Governor's mandatory evacuation 
order. When motorists began their return, they were assisted by 
SCDOT employees providing directions and assistance. 
• When Hurricane Floyd caused massive tlooding in Horry County, 
SCDOT worked around the clock to try to keep as many roads 
open as possible. As a public service, employees staffed a 
toll-free phone bank that received more than 15,000 calls from 
the public, while the SCDOT site on the Internet received 
approximately 44,000 visits. Figure 6 retlects the number of 
telephone calls and visits to the SCDOT web site during 
Hurricane Floyd and the aftermath. 
Total Web Visits and Phone Calls 
due to flooding in Horry County 
7000c=~•6'~~-t----------------------------------------------. 
6000 
5000 
4000 
2000 
1000 
0 
• 
Cumulative Totals: 
Web Visits 44,503 
Toll-Free Calls 
Nonnalweb 
9120 9121 9/22 9/23 9/24 9125 9126 9/27 9/28 9/29 9/?IJ ICI'l ICI'2 ICI'3 
figure 5 
In response to Hurricane Floyd's tlooding, SCDOT employees 
took the initiative by organizing a food bank to help t1ood 
victims and delivered more than 400 boxes of food and clothing 
to Conway. 
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• SHEP Teams were deployed to tlood ravaged area to assist in 
relieving traffic congestion. 
• At the 1999 State Fair, SCOOT kicked off a community outreach 
program by encouraging feedback on the nearly 200 road 
projects soon to be underway across the state. A computer was 
available at the fair for the public to e-mail SCOOT for 
information and to have questions answered. The Construction 
and Resource Managers, which will assist SCOOT in many road 
projects, will also contribute resources to increase public 
awareness. 
• SCOOT is committed to improving public education in South 
Carolina. The department's initiative in a program title "SCOOT 
Cares" focuses it efforts educating students about roads and 
highways, safety and protection the environment. Under this 
program, SCOOT employees will be trained to go into public 
schools and teach these topics to elementary school children. 
SCOOT CARES is an acronym for the "South Carolina 
Department of Transportation Cares About Roads, Environment 
and Safety." 
0 
Program name: 
Ranking 
Cost 
Goal 
Objective 
Program Results 
South Carolina Department of Transportation 
HIGHWAY .MAI:\'"TE:\'"..-\..~CE 
1 
$196.4 :\lillion 
Improve the condition and efficiency of the state highway system. 
:\laintcnance )lanagement System "ill be operational. 
The Maintenance .Management System (Ml\IS) is to be a software 
package which provides a systematic approach to managing road and 
bridge maintenance. It has been designed to help plan, budget, schedule 
and control maintenance work. The key functions of the system will 
consist of: 
• Developing an annual work plan and budget, based on features 
inventory, levels of service, and maintenance activity standard 
production rates; 
• Identifying the labor, equipment and materials needed to per 
form the work; 
• Developing schedules, to document work priorities and plan 
work assignments; 
• Responding to requests for service; 
• Daily reporting of resource use and work accomplishment; and 
• Taking action to ensure that the work is performed in a 
cost-effective manner, and that work program objectives are 
achieved. 
The application is to interface with existing SCDOT software such as 
State Transportation Accounting and Reporting System (STARS) and 
bridge management in order to exchange information and allow the 
most accurate date to be used in meeting the objectives of .MMS. 
In August 1999 a pilot program began in District 5 on the data entry 
module of the system. After a period of testing, it will be ready for 
statewide implementation in the year 2000. The planning and budgeting 
module, work request module, and interface module are now being 
prepared for initial testing. 
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Program Results 
Soutn Carolina Department of Transportation 
Begin a coordinated program for statc\\idc bridge ~laintcnance, 
Repair. Replacement and Painting. 
After a successful test run in late 1998, a coordinated bridge plan 
went into full-scale effect in April 1999, to manage the 8,21-! bridges 
statewide which SCOOT owns and maintains . 
This comprehensive plan offers a formal process for choosing bridge 
improvement projects , with input from Councils of Governments 
(COGs) and Metropolitan Planning Organizations (MPOs) . 
Under the new system, a Bridge Projects Review Team, lead by the 
Bridge t-.laintenancc Office, evaluates bridges and generates a list of 
those that need replacing. The list is sent to the Districts for review 
and , after input from COGs and MPOs, receives final appro\·al by the 
State Highway Engineer. 
At the core of the program is a sophisticated computer program, 
called "Pontis ," which uses traffic models and other data to analyze the 
best use of money. That's only a tool to aid engineers, however, and not 
a replacement for good judgement. 
As of August 1999, projects had been approved for the 2000 and 
2001 program years . 
Of the 8,214 state-owned bridges, 775 are now considered 
structurally deficient, down from 819 a year ago. Another 859 are 
considered functionally obsolete. The number has increased from 842 a 
year ago because additional bridges are now considered substandard for 
the volumes and type of traffic they are currently carrying. A total of 
1,634 bridges (19.9 percent of state maintained bridges) are 
considered substandard now, as compared to 1,661 a year ago. 
According to the UNCC study, 22.2 percent of South Carolina's 
state maintained bridges were deficient three years ago in 1997. The 
chart at Figure 6 shows the percent of deficient bridges broken down by 
States, with a state average of 30.2 percent. Figure 6 also illustrates 
that South Carolina compares favorably to other states in the percent-
age of deficient bridges on the state highway system. 
1 • 
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Deficient Bridges, 1997 
Average all states (- - -)30.2% 
South Carolina 22.2% 
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SCOOT Substandard Bridges by Fiscal Year 
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figure 7 
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70% 
Figure 7 depicts the number of deficient bridges by fiscal year for 
the past three years. 
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A total of 190 bridges arc currently load restricted , and 17 have 
been closed (not for construction). Figure 8 indicates the number of 
load-restricted bridges by fiscal year. This indicates continuous 
improvement however, the number of deficient bridges is significant. 
This demonstrates a need for increased funding for bridge replacement 
and repair. 
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figure 8 
SCOOT Bridge Construction by Fiscal Year 
U97 1998 
Fiscal Year 
1999 
1999 
Total Cons tructed • Conlract • SCOOT Ma tntanance figure 9 
Figure 9 represents the number of bridges completed in each of the 
last 3 fiscal years . In the past year SCOOT has completed construction 
of 60 bridges through contract and 25 bridges through maintenance. 
The significant numbers of bridges completed in 1997 represents the 
results of a bridge replacement program funded through issuance of 
state highway bonds. 
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Program Results 
South Carolina Department of Transportation 
Implement a program for enhancement projects and to Improve 
the appearance of S.C. Highways and other Transportation facilities. 
A Roadside Management Office (RMO) was established in November 
1998 to develop and coordinate enhancement programs to improve the 
appearance of the state's highways and to increase public awareness and 
participation in SCOOT's landscaping and litter abatement efforts. 
In April 1999, SCOOT opened bids for approximately $5.2 million in 
landscaping projects for the design and planting of summer and winter 
annuals and perennials (pansies, daylilics and canna lilies) over the 
next three years at 26 sites across the state, including high volume 
intersections and entrances to major cities. Contractors arc competing 
for a one-time cash incentive for the best landscape designed and 
maintained plot. 
SCOOT District offices planted t1owers in the shape of a Smiley Face 
at strategic locations across the state. District Engineering 
Administrators committed to increasing wildt1ower plots and bulb 
plantings along Interstate and controlled access routes during the fall 
and next spring. 
SCOOT has entered into a partnership with the SC Forestry 
Commission to enhance appearance and safety along rights of way 
through appropriate tree, vegetation, safety, fire prevention and 
environmental enhancement. 
SCOOT is working to provide greater opportunities for local 
governments to work jointly with the agency through the 
Transportation Enhancement Program. The program provides funding 
for a broad range of transportation-related activities, including bicycle 
and pedestrian facilities, scenic and landscaping programs and historic 
preservation among other non-traditional transportation-related 
activities. Approximately $3 million in federal funds are available for 
the 1999 program for rural communities. Grants may be awarded up to 
$200,000. 
In 1998, SCOOT celebrated the lOth Anniversary of the statewide 
Adopt-A-Highway program. Begun in South Carolina as a pilot project in 
Beaufort County in 1987, it was so successful there, that the program 
went statewide the following year, and has been going strong ever since. 
Since its statewide inception, Adopt-A-Highway volunteers have 
picked up over 17 million pounds of trash and litter from South 
Carolina's highways. 
The "Cut the Trash" campaign began in 1997 as an effort to 
regenerate the Adopt-A-Highway program, call young people's attention 
Soutn Carolina Department of Transportation 
to the litter problem, and encourage law enforcement to get tough on 
\'iolators of the state's litter laws. The campaign netted 31,224 
volunteers who picked up 1,3 78,688 pounds of litter on 6,150 miles of 
highways last year. 
While the total number of volunteers has increased over three years 
since 1996 by 568 persons, the number of pounds of trash collected in 
1998 was nearly 1 million pounds less than that collected in 1997. This 
is an indication that the anti-littering campaign and efforts to educate 
the public concerning the litter problem, is paying off. The chart at 
Figure 10 retlccts the number of volunteer groups, people, miles cleaned 
and pounds of trash collected by calendar years 1996, 1997, and 1998. 
SCI>OT RO.\l>Sil>E '1.\~.\<a:,IE:Vf ST.\TISTICS (I ')')(,-f')'JS) 
.\dopt-.\-111< ~IIW.\Y 
1996 1997 1998 TOTAL 
Pounds 2,288,161 2,324,559 1,378,688 5.991.408 
Miles 6,026 6,249 6,150 18.425 
Groups 2,003 1,968 1,990 5.961 
Volunteers 30,656 31,591 31 ,224 93.471 
Data reported by calendar year. 
figure 10 
In addition to the Adopt-A-Highway program, in fiscal year 1998-99, 
SCDOT maintenance employees invested a total of 106,000 hours in 
litter removal activities along the state's roadways. Maintenance 
employees also were responsible for mowing nearly 310,000 miles of 
shoulders. 
MAINTENANCE ACTIVITIES 
Roadway improvements handled by maintenance forces during the 
fiscal year included installation or repair of over 15 miles of protective 
guardrail and 128 crash attenuators; installation or repair of 230,000 
roadway signs or delineators, placement of over 20,850 lane miles of 
road striping, and installation of over 10,700 drh·eway entrances. 
Maintenance resurfacing contracts were let for approximately 1,000 
miles of roadway, rehabilitation of two movable span bridges was 
completed and work begun on another. 
PRIVATIZATION 
In a 1996 proviso, the General Assembly ordered that the South 
Carolina Department of Transportation "begin restructuring operations 
so as to reduce maintenance activities performed by Department 
personnel and equipment, and endeavor to usc private contractors for 
bridge replacements; surface treatment (Class r\ surfacing/seal coating); 
South Carolina Department of Transportation 
thermo-plastic striping,; traffic signals; fencing; and g,uardrails whenever 
possible." 
Privatization of ordinary maintenance acti\·itics has expanded and 
grown in an effort to meet growing maintenance demands. 
Resurfacing with hot plant mix asphalt has been and continues to be 
the largest contract maintenance acti\'ity. Sc\'cral years ago 
pri\'atization of maintenance of rest areas and welcome centers pro\'ed 
to be beneficial. In recent years, mowing has also hccn added by SC\'cral 
of the districts and has continued to increase o\·cr the past three years. 
Stone scaling of secondary roads has been a mainstay of maintenance of 
pavements and SCOOT has expanded this program or supplemented 
forces with contract maintenance. 
SCOOT has expanded pa\'cmcnt marking contract acti\'itics this 
fiscal year, and is doing more centerline painting, thermoplastic 
markings and placement of raised pavement markings on secondary 
roads by contract. 
SCOOT also is expanding sidewalk and curb and gutter repairs, 
repairs to roadway bases, fence repairs, bridge painting and repairs, 
concrete pavement patching and driveway installation and paving. 
Contracting is being evaluated in new areas such as bridge joint 
sealing and reshaping of shoulders and side ditches. SCOOT continues 
to review activities to determine effective ways to utilize SCOOT forces 
and service from the private sector to accomplish maintenance 
programs. Figure 11 depicts the department's privatization activity for 
FY 97 and 98. 
Description 1997·98 1996·97* 
Surface !\.!ai ntenance s 27,763,822.81 s 26,748,503.09 
Shoulders and Slopes 6,060.88 
Drainage 500,274.0-t 195,446.50 
Right of Way f\!aintenance 1,798,4 71.91 1,490,370.98 
Roadside Appurtenances 355,1215.6-t 123,766.26 
Rest Areas 4,233,535.35 3,4 77,665.97 
Traffic Controls and Safety 3,805,612.17 925,49-!.86 
Bridges 486,012.13 59,626.83 
Overhead Operations 771,346.11 454,296.72 
TOTAL CONTRACTED s 39,720,261.0-t s 33,475,171.21 
*Data for 1998-99 is not currently aYailablc. 
figure 11 
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PRIVATIZATION OF SCDOT FUELING STATIONS 
During FY 98-99, 88 SCDOT fueling sites were privatized using a 
state contract managed by the Materials ~lanagement Office and State 
Fleet Management. The privatization effort included replacing an aging 
fuel pump system with state of the art pumps, the ability to purchase 
fuel from commercial facilities using a ~lasterCard while retaining the 
ability to obtain fuel at SCDOT facilities . 
HO\Y SCDOT ROAD MAINTENANCE STACKS UP AGAINST 
PEER GROUP STATES 
~laintcnancc costs were one of five measures of fiscal performance 
examined in the UNCC study. 
The study showed that South Carolina, which ranked third overall 
among the states, continues its strong history of low costs and very 
good road conditions. 
The study reports that in every year since 1984, South Carolina has 
led the nation in having the lowest maintenance expenditure per state 
controlled mile . The figure was $3,573 per mile in 1997. Data for 
1998-1999 is currently not available . Figure 12 depicts Maintenance 
Disbursements/State Controlled Mile from the UNCC study. 
$20,000 $40,COO $60,000 
Silt Million 
Average all states(-- -)H3,947 
South Carolina $ 3,573 
S8o,ooo $1 oopoo 
Soum : Th• LSTEA L•,acr Comparatrv• P•rformanc• of SYat• Hlghway S]st1mJ, CJNC. C Stud), 111 1199 
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Figure 13 from the UNCC study retlects the urhan interstate condi-
tion. The condition of the Interstate system for FY 96, FY 97, FY 98 and 
FY 99 is depicted in Figure 14. 
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Ranking 
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Program Results 
South Carolina Department of Tranaportation 
CO.\"STRCCTIO.\" 
2 
$72.1 ~lillion 
Improve the condition and efficiency of the State Highway System. 
The chart in Figure 15 retlects the entire construction budget 
(federal and state matching funds) in the State Transportation 
Improvement Plan (STIP) for FY 97, FY 98 and FY 99. 
CO:\STIU ·cTIO:\ Bl ·n<a:T 
(Dollars in ~lillions) 
Obligation Funds from STIP FY 96-97 
Rural System Upgrade 70.0 
Urban System Upgrade 70.0 
COG Transition 0.0 
Bridge 60 .0 
Bond- Toll/Innovation/SIB 10.0 
Enhancement 11.0 
Safety 11.0 
Interstate ~laintenance 50.0 
Interstate Upgrade 40.0 
Adv. Construction Payments 0.0 
Planning 7.0 
Pavement 29.0 
Demo/Federal Lands 9 .0 
System & Intermodal Connectivity · 0.0 
Contingency 15.0 
High Priority 0.0 
Misc. (State Programs 27 .0 
TOTAL 409.0 
( Includes Federal .\latch) 
figure 15 
FY 97-98 
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Complete bonded Interstate widening projects. 
FY 98-99 
54.0 
60 .0 
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50.0 
28.0 
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50.0 
50.0 
25 .0 
8 .0 
42 .0 
15.0 
25 .0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
438.0 
SCDOT chose areas of high traffic congestion along Interstates in 
Charleston , Rock Hill and Greenville areas for Interstate widening 
projects . The Interstate widening projects are on schedule, and all work 
should be completed by Dec. 31, 2000. They include portions of 
Interstate 26, Interstate 77 and Interstate 85 . 
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Contract for all bonded Interstate interchange improvement 
projects. 
Work has begun on several priority Interstate interchanges in the 
state with the goal of enhancing traffic tlow and safety. Completion 
dates in early to mid-2000. They include: 
• I-85/SC 14, Exit 56 Spartanburg County, S 17-22 million 
• I 385/S-55 (Fairview Road), Exit 27, Greenville County, 
.820-25 million 
• I-26/US 176 Broad River Road, Exit 101 , Richland County, 
,S 15-20 million 
• I-85/SC 11 (Floyd Baker Blvd.) Exit 92, Cherokee County, 
,818-23 million 
• I-26/US 378 (Sunset Blvd.) Exit 110, Lexington County, 
.88-13 million 
• I-26/US 78 (University Ave.) Exit 205, Charleston County, 
.810-15 million 
• I-20/SC 6 (S. Lake Drive) Exit 55, Lexington County 
$5-10 million (Right of Way only) 
Cse partnerships to accelerate projects in urban and rural areas of 
South Carolina. 
SCDOT has forged partnerships on the local level by executing bond 
agreements with eight Metropolitan Planning Organizations (MPOs) and 
Councils of Governments (COGs) and work is progressing in a timely 
fashion . Obligations during Federal Fiscal Year 1998/1999 were 
successful , having achieved a 90 percent to 95 percent success rate 
relative to timeliness and budget 
Work toward linking highway connections to small towns. 
A program has begun to construction Interstate-type connections to 
small towns. This transportation link is called System and Intermodal 
Connectivity, and several projects are underway. With exception to the 
US 378 bridge in Florence County, each project provides for widening 
the existing 2-lane facilities to multi-lanes of travel: 
• SC 72 from Abbeville to the Georgia state line. (Preliminary 
Engineering has begun, right of way acquisition will begin in 
fiscal year 2001 and construction will begin in fiscal year 2002.) 
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• US 521 from south of t-.lanning to GreclcyYillc. (Preliminary 
Engineering begins in fiscal year 1999, right of way acquisition 
will begin fiscal year 2001 and construction will begin in fiscal 
year 2004.) 
• SC 38 in Marlboro , Dillon, Marion counties. (Section 4, from 
south of S-299 to the Dillon County line , construction is 
underway. Section 5, from S-54 to ~larlboro County line , con-
struction will begin in fiscal year 2000 . Section 6, from S-54 to 
south of Interstate 95, right way acquisition will begin fiscal year 
2000 and construction in fiscal year 2001. Section 7, ftom US 
301 to south of I-95, preliminary engineering underway, right of 
way acquisition to begin fiscal year 2002 and construction , fiscal 
year 2004. Section 8 , from Dillon County line to US 501 
Business, preliminary engineering to begin fiscal year 2000, right 
of way acquisition to begin fiscal year 2003 and construction to 
begin fiscal year 2005 . 
• US 378 bridge replacement in Florence County, right of way 
acquisition being completed and construction to begin fiscal 
year 1999. 
• US 378 from Turbeville to cast of Lake City in Clarendon, 
Florence and Williamsburg counties, preliminary engineering 
underway, right of way acquisition to begin fiscal year 2001 and 
construction to begin in fiscal year 2003 . 
Improve the state's road system by implementing accelerated 
construction projects. 
In July 1999, SCOOT kicked off an unprecedented program to 
complete 27 years worth of road and bridge projects in just seven years. 
The agency is using innovative financing and public/private 
partnerships to take advantage of favorable interest rates and to speed 
construction of $5 billion worth of construction . 
Complete the Conway Bypass on time and on budget. 
The Conway Bypass is a 28.5-mile controlled access highway 
connect US 17 in Myrtle Beach area near Briarcliffe Mall with US 501 
east of Aynor. The work is being completed as part of a design/build 
contract with Fluor Daniel , Inc . The initial phase of the project 
constructed a portion of the ultimate design at a cost of $292 million 
with a completion date of March 31 , 2001. Additional work was added 
to the project to provide a minimum of four lanes for the entire project 
length. This revised the project to a cost of $386 million and revised 
the completion date to September 30, 2001. The Conway Bypass 
project was 51 percent complete as of September 1999. The project is 
operating within budget and on schedule. It is anticipated that the 
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portion of the project from US 17 to SC 90 will be completed and 
opened to traffic in the summer of 2000 
Complete the Southern Connector. 
The Southern Connector is a 16-milc, four-lane toll road that will 
link Interstates 85 and 385 as a southern loop around Grecn\'ille . Now 
under constmction , the Southern Connector was financed by 
Connector 2000 Association , a local not-for-profit corporation set up to 
finance and operate the facility. About $200 million in toll re,·cnue 
bonds were issued by Connector 2000 Association in early 1998 to 
construct the facility. These bonds arc non-recourse to the State . The 
facility is owned by the state, and SCOOT has granted Connector 2000 
Association a franchise to operate and collect tolls on the facility until 
the toll revenue bonds are repaid . In conjunction with the project, 
SCOOT is financing a 1.5-milc connector to the toll facility. 
As of Septemhcr 1999, right of way had been acquired for all tracts, 
and 98 percent of the relocations were complete. Sixty-four tracts had 
been acquired, representing 57 percent of all acquisitions . Final 
roadway plans were 99 percent. 1\venty-threc bridge site designs were 
completed, and bridge design was 89 percent complete. 
This is the first public/private transportation project in the United 
States using a 63-20 (not for profit) corporation . No state resources are 
used to finance and constmct the toll project. Also, Connector 2000 
Association has executed a guaranteed maximum price design/build 
contract with the developer of the project, Interwest Corp. The facility 
is being constmcted to SCOOT standards and, upon completion, will be 
accepted into the state highway system. 
Complete a series of road projects in Horry County. 
The application for the Horry County plan allots funding for the 
construction of 13 projects within the county. All projects are currently 
scheduled to be let for construction within the prescribed bonding 
schedule set forth in the .Master Loan Agreement. All projects will be let 
to construction by the year 2002 . 
1996-199 7 Construction 
During the fiscal year 1996-1997, 238 road and bridge projects 
totaling $293.78 million were accepted for state maintenance by the 
Department. This included 49 state-bonded bridge projects for 8 .6 
miles totaling S26.25 million; 11 fcderaVstate bridge projects for 2.79 
miles totaling S8.6 7 million; 65 state secondary projects for 253.05 
miles totaling S21.16 million; 3 special resurfacing projects for 72 .83 
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miles totaling .Sl.76 million; 15 interstate projects for 69.91 miles 
totaling .866.21 million; 68 primary/urban projects for 572.59 miles 
totaling $159.72 million, and 27 other (pavement marking, landscaping, 
resigning, etc .) for 8747 .74 miles totaling $10.02 million . 
199 7-1998 Construction 
During the fiscal year 1997-1998, 207 road and bridge projects total-
ing $318.95 million were accepted for state maintenance by the 
Department. This included 27 state-bonded bridge projects for 5.84 
miles totaling $19.66 million; 12 federal/state bridge projects for 2.71 
miles totaling .833 .92 million; 52 state secondary projects for 135.78 
miles totaling $20.15 million; 35 special resurfacing projects for 424.62 
miles totaling .820 .45 million; 11 interstate projects for 120.17 miles 
totaling .837.50 million ; 51 primary/urban projects for 379.67 miles 
totaling .8170.17 million, and 19 other (pavement marking, landscaping, 
resigning, etc.) for 1512.73 miles totaling .817.09 million. 
1998-1999 Construction 
During the fiscal year 1998-1999, 136 road and bridge projects 
totaling .S179. 7 4 million were accepted for state maintenance by the 
Department. This included 11 state-bonded bridge projects for 1.98 
miles totaling .S5.69 million; 18 federal/state bridge projects for 5.77 
miles totaling .844.81 million; 34 state secondary projects for 127 miles 
totaling .814.87 million; 24 special resurfacing projects for 471.06 miles 
totaling .819.90 million; 14 interstate projects for 83 .68 miles totaling 
.834.28 million; 21 primary/urban projects for 74.82 miles totaling 
.S53 . 71 million, and 14 other (pavement marking, landscaping, 
resigning, etc.) for 4597.02 miles totaling .S6.49 million. 
This data in figure 16 retlects projects completed in FY 97, 98 and 
99. 
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Privatization (Construction) 
A model privatization effort is underway in the Department. The 
SCDOT has contracted with two firms to that arc Consultant Resource 
i\!anagcrs(C~I) to handle all facets of the major new construction 
programs that will do 27 years work in 7 years . This privatization effort 
negates the need to hire full time state employees to handle the 
workload. It is estimated that it would take at least 200 preliminary 
engineering employees and at least 300 additional construction 
employees to perform the necessary work for the projects . \\'hen the 
work is completed the CRM Contract concludes. If SCOOT would have 
hired additional employees a reduction in force would have been 
required when the workload declined. See Figure 17 for depiction of our 
total staffing including the CRM staff. 
1.400.000 ,----- ---------------------
1.200.000 
1.ooo.ooo 1' CRM Staffing 
J.llliJJJ 
figure 17 
How SCDOT construction stacks up against peer group states. 
Expenditures for major capital actions were one of five measures of 
fiscal performance measured in the UNCC study. 
The study showed that South Carolina leads the nation in having 
the lowest capital/bridge disbursements per state controlled mile. These 
actions include bridges, new construction, widening, right-of-way, 
preliminary engineering, safety, reconstruction and restoration. See 
Figure 18 
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Capital Road and Bridge Disbursements, 1997 
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3 
5.8 .\lillion 
Adopt a two year .\lass Transit transportation plan for allocating all 
state funds and federal transit funds. 
• Adopt a plan for multi-modal transportation improvements in 
the state . 
• Implement safety programs for all grantees. 
• Implement Phase 1 of the Virtual Transit Enterprise 
Overview 
The Mass Transit Division receives only 5.8 million dollars in 
state funds . The majority of these funds are used to attract matching 
federal dollars to support public transportation programs. A breakdown 
of state funding is in the chart below. 
Because of the calendar difference between state and federal 
fiscal years, and because SCDOT uses current state dollars to match 
prior fiscal funding of federal dollars, FY 99-00 has been used in the 
three-year comparison to best represent SCDOT's utilization of the 
funds . The Mass Transit budget for FY 97, FY 98, and FY 99 is depicted 
in Figure 19. 
:\1.\SS TR\~SIT Bl'l><a:T 
(Dollars in :\lillions) 
Mass Transit Areas FY 97-98 FY 98-99 FY 99-00 
Large Urban Match 1.0 1.7 0.7 
Small Urban 1.4 1.1 0.6 
Rural 2.4 2.0 2.1 
Planning 0.1 0.1 0.1 
Human Services 0.1 0.1 0.0 
State Mass Transit Programs 0.2 0.1 2.2 
VTE 0.0 0.0 0.3 
Operations & Administration 0.7 0.7 0.2 
TOTAL 5.9 5.8 6.2 
(SCOOT uses current state dollars to match prior fiscal tunding of Federal dollars . 
To best represent our usage of funds , the FY 99.00 has been added.) 
figure 19 
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Program Results 
A team consisting of SCOOT personnel and transit directors 
across the state has been meeting to come up with the best means to 
allocate transit funds . A draft plan will be finished in the fall of 1999. 
Upon approval by the Executive Director, the plan will be implemented 
with revisions being made, as necessary, every two years. 
This chart tracks the growth of public transportation in the state 
over the last three years 
Selected Financial and Performance Data From Transportation 
Providers 
FY 1996-97 FY 1997-98 FY 1998·99 
Total Operating Revenue $12,566.465 S1-lA26 ,977 S18,78-l,407 
Total Operating Expenditures $20,714 ,815 $26.677,881 S29 ,530,8-!7 
Vehicle Revenue Miles 12,099 ,047 17.888 ,911 16,577,137 
Total Passenger Boardings 6,4-l-l , 7-!5 7.-!31 ,715 7,036,475 
Cost Per Revenue Mile Sl.71 S1.49 S1.78 
Revenue Collected Per Revenue Mile Sl.04 S0.81 S1.13 
Source: Information provided by public providers , including submitted 606 Forms, 
e-mail , telephone. and faxed sources of information. Some or all data for Fairfield 
County Transit System, Pee Dee RTA , Spartanburg County, was not available for 
entire FY 1998-99 and estimates were derived by doubling available half-year data. 
figure 20 
The following charts show a breakout of each category in the trans-
portation Providers data chart as represented in figures 21A-E. 
• The growth of revenue for these programs has increased during 
the three-year period. The figures represented here are a mix of 
state dollars and the matching federal funds . 
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• Expenses continue to also increase, surpassing general revenue . 
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B 
•oper. Exp. 
• The number of miles of public transportation provided 
decreased slightly in 1998-99, hut remain high, and shows 
significant growth since 1996-97. These miles are actual miles 
where passengers were on board. These figures do not include 
"down time" miles where the driver was enroute or returning 
from servicing or fueling the vehicle . 
Vehide Revenue Miles 
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c 
• Passenger hoardings remain high despite a slight dropoff 
between 1997-98 and 1998-99. 
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• The cost of providing these services on a per-mile basis 
increased, but remain less than $2.00 per mile . However the 
revenue collected on a per-mile basis is trending upward. 
Co& Per Revenue Mile And FEvenue Collected Per 
Revenue Mile 
$2 .00 
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$1 .00 
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4 
State funds: $57.6 million 
Improve employee skills, their work environment and develop 
opportunities. 
EMPLOYEE CAREER DEVELOPMENT 
Educate new employees to the many parts of the SCOOT organization. 
New Employee Orientation . A New Employee Orientation was 
implemented in fiscal year 1999 and so far two sessions have been 
conducted with 55 newly hired employees in attendance. The 
orientation begins with a welcome by the Executive Director, the Chief 
of Staff, and the State Highway Engineer. 
Develop a core of engineers to provide depth to the department 
and to provide future management. 
Civil Engineer Training program. The Civil Engineering Trainee 
Program was designed to produce an elite group of transportation engi-
neers . These engineers would assure SCDOT's future of benefiting from 
experienced experts who can assume management responsibilities. 
Through this program, new engineers are oriented to the major func-
tions of SCDOT's Engineering Division. In this way, engineers receive a 
broad background in transportation engineering in the shortest possible 
time. 
1996/1997-19 participants 
1997/1998- 11 participants 
1998/1999 - 10 participants 
1999/2000 - (Current) - 7 participants 
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Train maintenance foremen about principles of supervision. 
t.laintenancc Foreman Training: ~laintcnance Foreman Training was 
conducted throughout the state in FY 97-98, with follow-up sessions in 
FY 98-99. This training included selected portions of Supervisory Skill 
Training developed by Center for Education and Quality Assessment 
(CEQ.A).This course is designed for new maintenance foremen and 
experienced foremen who would like to update their supervisory skills. 
Since 1996, more than 500 employees have undergone this training. 
Develop a group of highly skilled employees who arc knowledge-
able about all areas of SCOOT. 
Strategic Training for Transportation Agency Representatives 
(STTAR) . The STTAR leadership program was designed to educate 
SCOOT employees to communicate its mission and challenges to its 
customers, including the citizens of South Carolina, the S. C. General 
Assembly, Congress and local government organizations. This 
communication creates a greater understanding of the agency's 
operations and garners support to help meet the challenges that lay 
ahead. 
1997/1998- 12 participants 
1998/1999 - 16 participants 
1999/2000 (current)- 14 participants 
Provide strategic planning for Executive and Senior staff. 
Duke Governors Center, Executive Development Training. The Duke 
Governors Center presented a one-week Strategic Planning Seminar 
attended by 49 members of the SCOOT Executive, Senior staff, and 
STTAR Program. This training supplemented the Strategic Planning 
development workshops by allowing the attendees to interact together 
using a case study method. The participants analyzed case studies and 
developed proposed solutions. 
The chart at figure 21 depicts the total number of employees trained 
in FY 97, 98, and FY 99. 
Training Statui 
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Encourage career development of women and minorities nithin the 
SCOOT organization. 
SCOOT stresses the development and women and minorities. As a 
result of the April 1997 State Task Force on Women, SCOOT developed 
SCOOT Women's Forums. The forums arc conducted annually at eight 
locations around the state and offer female employees the opportunity 
to discuss DOT issues, leadership training and balance of career and 
family time . 
During Fiscal Year 1997-98, 238 women attended forums conducted 
around the state. 
During Fiscal Year 1998-99, 248 women attended forums conducted 
around the state. 
For Calendar Year 1999, 502 women have attended forums around 
the state. Figure 22 depicts the total workforce and highlights the 
percentage of minorities and women for FY 97, 98 and 99. 
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SAFETY 
The Statewide Transportation Improvement Program (STIP) 
designates the total funds (federal and state) allocated for Safety 
Projects. Included in these projects arc Railroad Improvement, 
Hazardous Elimination , Intersection Improvements, and Safety 
Campaigns. Over the last 3 Federal fiscal years , which begins October 
1 and ends September 30, there has been a steady increase in monies 
used for Safety Projects. From 1996 to 1997 the STIP rose 
approximately 8%, and 13% in 1998 from the previous year. Figure 23 
depicts the Statewide Transportation Improvement Program for Federal 
and State Budget for Safety. 
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· To decrease the number of fatalities and injuries on South 
Carolina's transportation systems. 
Reducing highway fatalities. Fatalities on SC highways increased by 
nearly 11 percent in 1998. This was the first time in a decade that 
fatalities exceeded 1,000. At the same time, the number of motor 
vehicle registrations increased by 8. 7 percent, from 2,888,083 to 
3,139,346, and the number of licensed drivers increased by 2.4 percent , 
from 2,624,097 to 2,686,203 . The number of vehicle miles traveled 
increased by 3.4 percent in 1998. The continued increase in fatalities is 
a great concern at SCDOT, which is looking at several programs to 
improve safety. For instance, the Department is preparing to re-launch 
its "Highways or Dicways" media campaign, which was effective in the 
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late 1980s. Other efforts to reduce fatalities arc in the planning stage 
and should be implemented during fiscal year 1999-2000. 
The number of traffic fatalities in 1996 \\'as 930. The year 1997 saw 
a 2.9% reduction in traffic fatalities as this number dropped to 903. 
This was the first year-to-year decrease since 1992. Unfortunately, this 
number increased in 1998 to a high of 1,001 traffic fatalities; this was 
the highest total in a decade. Figure 2-1 depicts Fatalities Due to Traffic 
Collisions. 
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The five probable causes of fatal traffic collisions involving road\\'ays 
were wet roads, icy/slushy roads, debris , construction/maintenance and 
worn polished surfaces. In 1996, wet roads accounted for two fatal 
crashes in South Carolina and icy/slushy roads accounted for five fatal 
crashes. In 1997, three fatal crashes were due to wet roads, three were 
due to icy/slushy road and one was due to construction/maintenance. 
In 1998, wet roads caused three fatal crashes, one was caused by debris 
in the road and one was the result of worn polished surface. Figure 25 
depicts Fatal Traffic Collisions by Probable Cause - Road. 
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Develop a comprehensive plan to reduce crashes along highways in 
South Carolina. 
Program Results Safety function at SCOOT. The Safety Office has 
been re-established at SCOOT, and an examination is underway to 
refine objectives and improve efficiency. Each section is preparing a 
report on improving on the level of accomplishment toward improving 
safety both on the job and for the motoring public . A retreat is planned 
for the fall of 1999 to develop a comprehensive plan to reduce crashes 
along SC highways. This office includes claims, risk management, 
community outreach, electronic toll collection and employee 
occupational safety. 
Work toward decreasing the number of fatal crashes involving 
drunken driving. 
Passage of zero tolerance and .08 BAC. Zero tolerance has been 
passed by the SC General Assembly. Now, drivers under 21 can have 
their licenses immediately suspended if they have a blood-alcohol 
content of greater than .02 percent. SCOOT is continuing efforts with 
the South Carolina Ilighway Safety Coalition, led by South Carolina 
Mothers Against Drunk Drivers (MADD) to reduce the threshold for 
drunken driving to a blood-alcohol content of .08 percent. Driving 
under the intluence remains the leading causes of fatal crashes in South 
Carolina and is one of the top ten causes of injury collisions. 
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Decrease aggressive driving along SC roads. 
Restart the "Highways or Oieways?" campaign . A federal grant has 
been obtained and pre-production of this nationally acclaimed 
campaign has begun. Using TV commercials and billboards, the 
campaign will begin in fall 1999. The focus of the campaign will be to 
decrease aggressive driving. The dangers of running red lights, following 
too closely, disregarding signs/signals, failing to yield the right of way 
and making improper lane changes will be highlighted. 
l"sc public/private partnerships to further safety goals. 
SCOOT formed a partnership with Carolinas AGC, WI-INS-TV and 
Canal Insurance in the Upstate to produce a series of public service 
announcements aimed at improving safety. More than 2 million viewers 
saw "Smooth Operator" segments each month, and fatalities in the 
region dropped 13 percent during the program. The program will be 
expanded to Columbia, Florence and Charleston in the coming year. 
SCOOT plans to initiate partnership meetings with major safety 
organizations throughout the state each quarter in an effort to 
coordinate safety activities and media events to promote highway 
safety. Plans are also underway to forge partnerships with major 
employers throughout South Carolina to establish a statewide Network 
of Employers for Traffic Safety. 
Develop and implement a safety campaign using all media and 
using the South Carolina ~ASCAR vehicle. 
The SC Health Alliance, a partner in safety with SCOOT, has devel-
oped the "Buckle Up South Carolina" program. The Alliance is using 
NASCAR drivers in a 2000 calendar to spread its safety message. 
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RISK MANAGEMENT 
A strong Safety Office within SCOOT has led to a 23 percent 
decrease in workers compensation clams filed by the department from 
fiscal year 1996-97 to fiscal year 1998-99. Actual loses paid out by the 
State Accident Fund for SCOOT workers compensation claims has 
decreased 71 percent from 1996-97 to fiscal year 1998-99. Figure 26 
depicts workers compensation claims. 
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TECHNOLOGY 
Standardize the PC operating computer system at SCOOT to 
improve efficiency. 
In the past, agency computers ran on three different systems, 
making it difficult for employees to exchange e-mail and documents. A 
standardized system has brought more efficiency to the workplace. As 
of December 1998, SCDOT's PC operating system was standardized, 
ending a two-year project. Now, all of the agency's 2,900 PCs and 600 
Intcrgraph workstations use Microsoft Windows NT 4.0, Outlook 97 mail 
and Microsoft Office Professional (Word, Excel, Access, PowerPoint and 
Outlook) . 
Implement a new financial and project management system to 
improve infonnation flow. 
The new accounting system, STARS, went on-line June 1, 1999, 
replacing an antiquated system from the 1970s. The new system allows 
for greater financial information to be retrieved on a timely basis, 
improving accuracy and providing improved data for management. It 
culminated four years of training and software development. 
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PERSONNEL 
Encourage employees to excel by offering recognition and awards. 
The employee awards and recognition program was formally 
introduced in Octo her 1998. 1) Letters of recognition and appreciation 
arc sent to employees upon reaching five-year intervals in their time of 
service with SCDOT. 2) On-the-DOT awards ha\'C hccn very popular 
and are given for work ahovc and beyond what is normally expected. 
Winners earn awards ranging from letters of commendation to items 
availahlc from the Office Supply store. These include hats , shirts , tote 
bags, tlashlights, key chains, umbrellas , calculators, etc. There is also an 
On the DOT EXTRA award that can be awarded for truly exceptional 
service. These awards include those awarded for On-the-DOT to cash. 
Cash awards range from SlOO to $250 . 3) Each year SCDOT has an 
Employee-of-the-Year awards ceremony. Winners are chosen from the 
seven districts and the headquarters . The process begins with 
employees voting for their favorite . Winners receive certificates of 
appreciation, trophies, and letters of congratulations from the Executive 
Director, Commission members and the Governor. 
Employee-of-the-Year finalists also receive several awards . 4) Idea 
Express! is a program that is gaining in popularity. Employees can 
submit suggestions or ideas on how SCDOT can improve efficiency and 
effectiveness. Depending on the size of the savings, employees can 
receive cash awards. 
Make adjustments to employee compensation levels as necessary to 
ensure proper compensation. 
The Human Resources Department is reviewing compensation levels 
of each of the 200 classifications at SCDOT. Information is being 
gathered from surrounding county governments, city governments, 
other state agencies, other state departments of transportation and the 
private sector. This survey, expected to be completed in October 1999, 
will allow management to make decisions about what classifications 
need to be adjusted. Already, changes have been made to help retain 
employees in key areas . In May 1999, salaries of trade specialist 
employees were given salary adjustments after their salaries were rated 
lower in comparable studies. Trades specialists with Class A 
Commercial Driver's Licenses were given 10 percent raises and those 
with Class B CDLs were given 5 percent raises. Engineers' salaries have 
been adjusted based on education levels to make SCDOT more 
comparable in this competitive field . 
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Attract quality employees and ensure a diverse workforce. 
Human Resources has developed a team approach to its statewide 
recruitment program. For example , campus visits by SCOOT now 
include employees from other areas such as Engineering, IT Services, or 
Supply and Equipment, in addition to Rccmitment staff members . 
Human Resources has met with Di\'ision Directors to develop a team of 
volunteers to be trained as rotating members of the Department's over-
all Recruitment Team. Iluman Resources continues its on-going efforts 
to enlighten and educate women to seck employment in positions that 
have traditionally been male-dominated. I Iuman Resources is also 
preparing to establish a DIAL-A-JOB line. In an effort to work better 
with the cooperative education programs of colleges and universities 
throughout the state, the Human Resources office surveyed Division and 
Sub-Division Heads to obtain feedback and gauge the level of interest in 
participation. In addition , various colleges and universities were solicit-
ed for information regarding their cooperative education program guide-
lines. Information obtained will be provided to the Staff Development 
and Training unit for further development. The Human Resources office 
introduced the School-To-Work program to the agency's Division and 
Sub-Division Heads during a program presented by representatives of 
the Midlands Regional Tech-Prep Consortium. This program will be 
turned over to the Staff Development and Training unit for further 
development and implementation throughout our offices statewide. 
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ASSET MANAGEMENT 
Provide each employee "ith a functional comfortable worlispace or 
worli station. 
Workspace in the SCDOT means different things to employees. At 
the Headquarters, District Offices and County Resident 11aintcnance 
and Construction Engineering Offices it may mean an air-conditioned, 
clean and functional office environment. To the maintenance crews it 
can mean a functional backhoe, tractor, or truck. SCOOT's focus has 
been on all of the work environment and not just the traditional office . 
The average age of the buildings used by SCOOT is 35 years old with 
the oldest structure dating back to 1920. In 1998, SCOOT began a 
process of upgrading workspace. Offices in the headquarters ha\·e been 
renovated and where applicable modular workstations have been 
purchased. Some of the offices include Accounting, Information 
Technology Services, Maintenance, Road Design, and Traffic 
Engineering. The Department has made better use of its space. Three 
out of four employees in the headquarters have been affected by these 
renovations, and there are plans being developed to rcqovate the Office 
of Planning, Human Resources, and the auditorium. The Field Offices 
have seen a tremendous upgrade program and with the adoption of the 
5-year Capital Improvement Plan, the most ambitious construction and 
renovation program in the history of SCOOT has been approved. Some 
of the highlights of the plan include. 
• A 40,000 square foot building has been acquired to house the 
Greenville District Engineering Office as well as other SCOOT 
functions in the Greenville area. This building not only has 
sufficient office space but also has ample parking. Employees 
will move into the building by the end of 1999. 
• The Greenwood District Office will undergo renovations in late 
1999 once additional space is acquired from the Department of 
Public Safety. 
• In Florence, there will be a composite facility constructed to 
house the laboratory, survey crews, and rights of way personnel. 
The building presently housing them will be demolished and 
replaced by a new maintenance office. 
• In Chester, major renovations and an expansion to the District 
Office will be accomplished. In Chesterfield the current office 
which houses the County Maintenance and Construction Offices 
is being renovated. A new office to house the Construction 
Crews is now under contract and once construction is 
completed the original maintenance office will be renovated. 
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